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Worried About High Blood Pressure??? The Key to Lowering Blood Pressure is Combining Several

Natural Solutions for A Synergistic Effect  Are you or someone you know suffering from high blood

pressure? Would you like to know how to prevent and manage high blood pressure with natural

solutions and without medication?Are you ready to take control of your health starting today? One in

three people in the western world is currently suffering from high blood pressure. Despite its

asymptomatic, silent-like qualities, high blood pressure yields incredibly scary symptoms, ultimately

resolving itself in heart failure, heart attack, stroke, kidney failure, and even death. Instead of looking

to the serious medications currently designated by medical doctors, teach yourself how to lower

your high blood pressure at home utilizing proper exercise techniques, essential lifestyle alterations,

natural herbs and superfoods. Also learn how to make 20 of the most delicious, low-sodium recipes

around: appetizers, main dishes, and desserts. Understand the disease on a different level: who is

at risk, what itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s doing to your body, and how to stop it. Promote your health and lower your

blood pressure numbers naturally. You can promote wellness with easeÃ¢â‚¬â€•and without the

paymentsÃ¢â‚¬â€•at home. Allow this e-book to guide you on your road to normalized blood

pressure and boost your longevity and odds at greater health along the way. You will learn: -Who Is

At Risk And How You Can Lower Your Risk -How to Control High Blood Pressure With Diet -Which

Superfoods Fight High Blood Pressure -Which Natural Remedies And Herbs Lower Blood Pressure

-How to Monitor Blood Pressure at Home -Difference between Table Salt and Sea Salt -Myths

About Salt -20 Delicious Heart Healthy Recipes -Much Much More! SCROLL UP AND CLICK BUY

TO ORDER YOUR COPY INSTANTLY
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I purchased this book and I found it really helpful in reducing blood pressure naturally. What I did

was to take excellent notes and practiced what I learned from this book on myself and also on a

friend. The results: My blood pressure went back to normal 110/70 in one month (it was 130/80). My

friend's went from 185/90 to 125/80 in one month.What helped both of us the most is the Dash Diet

and the recipes in this book. Each recipe has nutrition information (calories, sodium, carbs, fat and

protein).After reading this book, I discovered that we both were consuming excessive salt. Just

cutting down on salt has made a difference with our blood pressure. Also the Dash diet and recipes

in this book have more protein and less carbs and more veggies.This book, I am keeping as a

overall reference book and cookbook all in one.One more thing: We each are still seeing our doctors

(he is on medication and still taking these at this time). I am not on medications at all. In addition,

both of us monitor our blood pressure several times per week.This book has been a true lifestyle

change and I am eating healthy and my blood pressure now shows the happy results!Highly

recommend this book!

Hypertension and high blood pressure is a traditional member of my family and i want to get rid of

this. And i found this book really helpful what provided me a lot of useful information about blood

pressure and effective guide that makes me feel finally i can get a relief from this.This book provided

a quite understanding about blood pressure with exercise and routine with some delicious recipes

that will go perfectly with helpful dash diet that will give me an exit route to noticeably increase my

health status. All my family members are following this guide for 7 days now and i think we are

improving.

A problem of hypertension is for my family very actual. And I decided to learn more about it and I

found this book. The author tells in this book why we should care about high blood pressure , how to

understand who is at risk for high blood pressure and high blood pressure causes and more much

information. You can find also lots of delicious and healthy recipes in this guide. I liked this book

very much. It is really helpful and informative. I learned much useful information which I need. I

would recommend this book to anyone who has high blood pressure or wants to learn more about

this medical problem.



The author tells in this book why we should care about high blood pressure , how to understand

who is at risk for high blood pressure and high blood pressure causes and more much information.

In this book, the author explained well the significance of blood pressure diet. So, whether we have

a huge body or not it is still important to observe and maintain our blood pressure to live longer. A

comprehensive guide to help you understand blood pressure and its consequences on the body as

well as how to manage it so you can live a healthy, happy life.

Thin book. Big font. Huge margins. Half of it is "recipes."Written at a 9th grade level.If you have any

concept of high BP to begin with, skip this book. Nothing new. She states the most basic concepts

as if they are new.Furthermore, she uses the term "furthermore" like it is the greatest word ever

invented. It was so overused that I couldn't read on.Look at the photo for an example. Every other

page was like this.

Very complete and descriptive of all symptoms and consequences of hypertension. The book is also

richly illustrated so that you can visualize what is involved in cases of high blood pressure. This is a

book to read many times and have it always at hand for a complete reference. It also provides good

advice on how to avoid getting to hypertension and how to lower a hypertensive condition. A must if

you care about yours and your family's health.

ItÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s very important to choose a proper diet plan for our body because dieting is not

just about losing weight but itÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s actually about maintaining good physical and

mental health. In this book, the author explained well the significance of blood pressure diet. So,

whether we have a huge body or not it is still important to observe and maintain our blood pressure

to live longer. Indeed, this book is a good source of motivation!

Useful for the "amateur" hypertensive, yet having attempted most every one of these arrangements,

you might be searching for something more...the cures looks exceptionally good.This is extremely

useful to everybody who needs to learn circulatory strain solution.I would prescribe this book to any

individual who has hypertension or needs to take in more about this therapeutic problem.Very

educational; bodes well
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